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 Dynamic Income, Progressive Taxes, and
 the Timing of Charitable Contributions

 William C. Randolph
 Congressional Budget Office, U.S. Congress

 Using an econometric model of charitable giving and a 1 0-year panel
 of tax return data, I find that previous studies have underestimated
 the effects of permanent income and overestimated the effects of
 permanent changes in tax prices. The significant statutory tax
 changes that occurred during the 1980s, especially in 1986, serve to
 identify the key model parameters. My results imply that people
 smooth their giving when transitory income changes but also time
 their giving to exploit transitory changes in tax prices. The results
 also raise questions about how effectively the tax incentives perma-
 nently influence the level, rather than just the timing, of charitable
 giving by individuals.

 I. Introduction

 Governments have historically supported philanthropic causes
 through a variety of direct spending and transfer programs and
 through incentives designed to encourage private philanthropy by
 matching grants and special provisions of the tax system. Since its
 beginning, the U.S. income tax has provided incentives for private
 philanthropy by allowing people to deduct charitable gifts from tax-

 able income. This deduction is widely thought to encourage giving
 because it decreases the amount of other consumption people must

 I thank Gerald Auten, Leonard Burman, James Cilke, Eric Engen, Daniel Feenberg,
 William Gale, David Harris, David Johnson, James Nunns, Joel Slemrod, Mark Wil-
 helm, an anonymous referee, and seminar participants for comments and suggestions.
 Part of the research for this paper was conducted while I was employed by the U.S.
 Treasury, Office of Tax Analysis. All views are mine and do not represent official
 views or positions of the Congressional Budget Office or the U.S. Treasury.
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 710 JOURNAL OF POLITICAL ECONOMY

 forgo at the margin, the "tax price," for each additional dollar they
 give to charity.

 To measure the incentive effects, empirical studies have modeled

 giving by individuals as a commodity. The key results are summarized
 in terms of elasticities of demand for giving with respect to changes
 in after-tax income and tax prices. Clotfelter (1985) surveyed more
 than a dozen empirical studies of individual giving. The studies typi-
 cally found that giving is income inelastic but highly price elastic.
 Steinberg (1990) surveyed at least 20 more recent studies and found
 that the results were not very robust to changes in data and model
 design. In a recent study, Auten, Cilke, and Randolph (1992) com-
 pared the predictions of a standard model of charitable giving to
 observed changes in giving following two major tax changes in the
 1980s. They found the predictions to be very different from the
 actual changes. For many income groups, the predicted changes actu-
 ally had the wrong sign.

 In this paper, I present evidence that the price and income elasticity
 estimates from previous studies were biased because they did not
 distinguish fully between direct and indirect effects of permanent
 and transitory income. Differences between the direct effects are im-
 plied by Friedman's (1957) permanent income model. If people
 smooth their consumption, giving would be less sensitive to transitory
 income than to permanent income. Some studies, including Schwartz
 (1970), Feldstein and Clotfelter (1976), Reece (1979), and Clotfelter
 (1980), have tried to separately measure the direct effects of perma-
 nent and transitory income, but the results have been weak. However,
 no study has accounted for differences between the indirect tax price
 effects of permanent and transitory income. The indirect effects are
 likely to differ because permanent and transitory income have differ-
 ent effects on the current and expected future tax prices of giving.
 Marginal tax rates increase with income, so a person with a relatively
 high permanent income will tend to face a relatively low tax price in
 both current and future years. However, a person with a relatively
 high transitory income will tend to face a tax price that is currently
 low relative to future years, when transitory income is expected to be
 lower.

 Casual observation and some econometric evidence suggest that
 people are willing to substitute giving between current and future
 years to take advantage of changes in relative current and future tax
 prices. For example, in studies of the 1980s' changes in tax laws,
 Clotfelter (1990) and Auten et al. (1992) observed one-time increases
 in charitable giving during 1981 and 1986. During those years, peo-
 ple appeared to accelerate future giving to avoid the pending statu-
 tory increases in tax prices. Broman's (1989) econometric analysis of
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 CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS 711

 behavior surrounding the tax reductions of 1981 also suggests that

 people anticipated a price increase by substituting current for future
 giving. As another example of substitution, charitable giving is some-

 times used for end-of-year tax planning. In December, when people
 know whether taxable income for the past year is higher or lower

 than usual, they can either accelerate future giving to take advantage
 of a temporarily low tax price or defer giving to avoid paying a tem-
 porarily high tax price.

 As I show in the first part of this paper, if part of the tax price
 variation in data used for past studies has resulted from transitory
 income variation and if people smooth their consumption but are
 willing to substitute between current and future giving in response
 to changes in relative tax prices, the existing elasticity estimates will
 tend to understate the effects of changes in permanent income and
 overstate the effects of permanent price changes. Likewise, the elas-
 ticity estimates will tend to overstate the effects of changes in transi-
 tory income and understate the effects of transitory price changes.

 I first use a simple demand model to examine the basic empirical
 identification problem. I then estimate an empirical model of charita-
 ble giving by using a 10-year panel of tax return data that covers the
 period 1979-88. The data allow me to separately estimate the direct
 income effects and indirect price effects of permanent and transitory
 income. I take advantage of the longitudinal nature of the data and

 changes in the degree of marginal tax rate progressivity that followed
 the statutory tax changes in 1981 and 1986. In contrast to previous
 studies, rather than depending on cross-sectional variation of income

 along a given nonlinear tax price schedule, I identified the parame-
 ters by statutory changes in the tax schedule.' My estimation method
 is similar to the method that Burman and Randolph (1994) used to

 estimate the effects of permanent and transitory changes in marginal
 tax rates on capital gains realizations.

 My results differ substantially from the results of previous studies.
 Giving appears to be much less sensitive to permanent price changes
 and much more sensitive to transitory price changes. Giving also ap-
 pears to be much more sensitive to permanent income and less sensi-
 tive to transitory income. These results imply that the estimates from
 previous studies measure only the combined average effects of transi-

 tory and permanent variations in income and tax prices. The results
 also raise questions about how effectively the tax incentives perma-
 nently influence the level, rather than just the timing, of charitable
 giving by individuals.

 ' Feenberg (1987) analyzed the potential problems caused by depending too heavily
 on nonlinearity of a particular tax schedule to identify charitable giving models.
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 712 JOURNAL OF POLITICAL ECONOMY

 II. The Direct and Indirect Effects of Income

 In this section, I use a simple demand model to show how permanent

 and transitory changes in income can affect individual charitable giv-
 ing when marginal tax rates increase with income. Suppose that an
 individual chooses how much to consume personally and how much

 to give to charity in each of two periods. Income is exogenous and

 subject to tax, but giving is deductible. For simplicity, the interest and
 discount rates are zero. The individual's decision is given by

 maximize U(g1, g2, xI, x2)

 subject to
 (1)

 g1 + 92 + xI + x2 Yl - T(y1 - g1) + Y2 - T(Y2 -2)

 gtXty 0 t = 1,2,

 where g, and x, are the levels of charitable giving and personal con-
 sumption in period t, respectively. Exogenous levels of pretax income

 are given by y, and Y2. The tax function, T(), is twice-differentiable,
 and marginal tax rates are assumed to be positive and nondecreasing,

 so that T(y), T'(y), and T"(y) : 0 for all y.2
 The decision can be expressed in a more standard form by rear-

 ranging the budget constraint:

 P1g1 +P2g2 +xI +x2'YI + Y2, (2)

 where Yt = - T(y,) + [T(y,) - T(y, - g,) - g1T'(yt - g,)] and
 Pt= 1 - T'(Yt- g), t = 1, 2. Although the budget constraint is a
 nonlinear function of giving in each period, the individual's decision
 has a standard form in terms of marginal tax prices, P1 and P2, and
 "modified" after-tax income, Y1 and Y2. Modified after-tax income
 equals after-tax income when giving is zero plus an implicit premium
 that results from the fact that inframarginal amounts of giving are
 deducted at higher rates than the marginal tax rate.

 When nonlinearity of the budget constraint is ignored, demand

 exhibits Slutsky and other familiar properties in terms of Pt and Yt,
 for t = 1, 2. I use these properties, along with the nonlinear depen-
 dence of the budget constraint on giving, to derive the different ef-
 fects of temporary and permanent changes in pretax income. The
 effects of income on giving can be decomposed into direct effects

 through changes in resources and indirect effects through changes
 in tax prices.

 First, consider a permanent change in income. Pretax income can

 be decomposed into permanent, y*, and temporary, y7T, components,

 2 Differentiability simplifies the analysis considerably. Neither it nor the assumption
 of nondecreasing marginal tax rates is necessary for the results of this section.
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 CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS 713

 so thatyA = y* + y[ for t = 1, 2. The effect on g, of a change in the
 permanent component is given by

 dg_

 dy*

 aG'(PI, P2, Y*) aHl'(Pl P2, u*) + aHl'(P1,P2, u*) T"
 ay* aP1 aP2 (3)

 raL1l/DP,*\ aH'1(P~Pqu* 1- [UII ~P2 U, *) A P2, I*). T"

 where G'(PI, P2, Y*) and H'(PI, P2, u*) are the ordinary and compen-
 sated demand functions for gl, respectively, and Y* is "permanent"
 modified after-tax income, that is, (Y1 + Y2)/2.3

 The first term in the numerator, P1 * (aG'a Y*), accounts for the
 direct effect of a permanent change in income. The second term in
 the numerator appears because marginal tax rates change with in-
 come. It shows that a permanent change in income will affect giving
 indirectly by changing the tax prices in both periods. This second
 term, including the minus sign, is nonnegative because T" ' 0 and

 (aH1IaPI) + (aHI1aP2) c 0 according to the Slutsky properties.4 A
 permanent increase in income, for example, would increase giving
 by increasing resources and permanently decreasing the tax price.

 In comparison, consider the effect of a temporary change in yl,
 with yj held constant. The effect on giving in period 1 is now given
 by

 PI aG'(PI, P2 [ Y*) adHl(PI, P2, u*) aH'(P, P2, u*)]

 dg, 2 y* L aP aP2

 dyT [aH'(P,,P2u *) + aH2(P1,P2 ] IT"
 L ap1 aP2

 aH (P1,P2,U*) .1 [aH(PjP2,U*) aH'(Pj,P2,U*)1 T"}
 aP2 p 2

 +

 [aH'(P1sP2su*) aP2

 (4)

 3 Equation (3) and the expressions in the rest of this section were simplified by
 assuming that yi equals Y2 initially and that preferences are weakly separable between
 giving and other consumption. Preferences are also symmetric in g, and g2, i.e., U(gl,
 g2, X1, X2) = U(g2, g1, x1, x2).

 4 The denominator in (3) is greater than or equal to one because marginal tax rates
 are increasing in income. It therefore reduces all marginal effects in the numerator
 proportionally to account for curvature of the budget constraint.
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 714 JOURNAL OF POLITICAL ECONOMY

 Equation (4) differs from (3) in two significant ways. First, the direct

 effect in (3), P1 * (aG1IaY*), is reduced by half in (4) because the
 individual would choose to spread the change in y}' over two periods.
 Resources have changed by only half as much. Second, there is an

 additional term in (4) that accounts for the fact that a temporary
 change in income will have an additional indirect effect by changing

 the price of g, relative to g2. This term has the same sign as aH1laP2
 because T" - 0 and (aH'IaP,) - (aH1IaP2) ' 0 according to the
 Slutsky properties. Thus, if g, and g2 are demand substitutes, so that
 aH1IaP2 is positive, the indirect price effect will be larger in absolute

 magnitude if the change in yj is temporary, as in (4), than if the
 change is permanent, as in (3).

 Such behavior may be important for empirical analysis, especially
 for the analysis of cross-section data, from which one cannot easily
 tell whether observed income differences are permanent or transi-

 tory. To see this, first suppose that one could observe giving in period
 1 by two otherwise identical individuals who have a small difference
 between their levels of pretax permanent income. On the basis of the
 demand problem above, the difference between their levels of g1 can
 be expressed as a function of differences in their period 1 levels of
 modified after-tax income and tax prices by

 dg9I aG l(Pj,P2, Y*) dYI
 dyI aY* dyI

 FaGl(Pj,P2, Y*) aGl(Pt. P2, Y*) dP (5)
 + aP1 + aP2 dyJ

 when dyI = dy* and dyI = dy2' = 0. According to (5), the marginal
 effect of the observed difference in Y1 is given by aG11Y*, which is
 the same as the marginal effect of a change in modified after-tax
 permanent income. The marginal effect of the observed difference

 in P1 is given by (aG1IaPj) + (aGlIaP2), which is the same as the
 marginal effect of a proportional, "permanent," change in P1 and P2.

 In comparison, suppose that the income difference is purely transi-
 tory, so that the two individuals have the same pretax lifetime re-

 sources, that is, dyl = -dy 2 and dy* = 0. Now the observed differ-
 ence in g, is given by

 dg1 _ dYH I aG'(P,,P2, Y*) _ aG'(P,P2, Y*) 1 dP ( -: 0.- + [ . (6)
 dyI dy I aP1 aP2 dyI

 when dy1 = dyf = -dy 2 and dy* = 0. Compared to (5), there will be
 no direct effect of the change in Yi through its observed effect on Yj
 because the change in pretax income is purely transitory. The indirect
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 CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS 715

 effect of y' through its effect on P1 will also differ from the cor-
 responding effect in (5) because the intertemporal price effect,

 aGlIaP2, is subtracted instead of added. The reason is that a purely
 transitory change in income changes P1 and P2 inverse propor-
 tionally, whereas a permanent change in income changes P1 and P2

 in direct proportion. If g, and g2 are substitutes and giving is a normal
 good, so that aG1IaPI is negative and aG'1aP2 is positive, the mar-
 ginal price effect in (6) will be larger in absolute value than the mar-

 ginal price effect in (5). The observed effect of the price difference
 would therefore overstate the effect of a permanent change in tax
 prices. The observed effect of the income difference would under-

 state the effect of a permanent change in income.

 Suppose that we could observe a large number of such almost iden-
 tical individuals in a cross-section sample, but the sample is a mixture
 of people who have differences in permanent and transitory income;
 we cannot tell which. On the basis of such data, a linear regression

 of observations of g, on Y1 and P1 would yield regression coefficient
 estimates that would be weighted averages of the marginal income
 and price effects shown in (5) and (6).5 The weights for the averages
 would be unknown because they would be functions of the unknown

 extent to which cross-sectional income and price differences are per-
 manent or transitory. We could not therefore use the estimated coef-
 ficients to identify the permanent and transitory marginal effects.
 Used as they are, the estimates would produce biased policy predic-
 tions. They would understate the effect of tax policy-induced perma-
 nent changes in after-tax income and overstate the effect of tax pol-
 icy-induced permanent changes in tax prices.

 III. Empirical Model

 I address these intertemporal issues empirically by using a 10-year

 panel of individual tax return data that spans a period in which there
 were significant statutory changes in income tax rates and longitudi-
 nal variations in income for individuals in the sample. My empirical
 strategy is to generalize the standard model of charitable giving, in
 which giving depends only on current income and prices, by includ-
 ing expected future income and prices. This allows me to examine
 whether there are differences between the effects of transitory and
 permanent changes in income and prices.

 Rather than extend the Cobb-Douglas type demand function typi-
 cally used in previous studies by simply adding regression terms for

 5This assumes that the estimation method would account for the fact that both Y1
 and P1 are endogenous functions of gI.
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 716 JOURNAL OF POLITICAL ECONOMY

 expected future income and prices, I extend the model by using a
 more flexible demand specification based on the expenditure-share
 form of the "almost ideal" demand model of Deaton and Muellbauer

 (1980):6

 W~it =y = 60t + 80i? + Xit 6locr(Pito

 + 83109g F) + 6410g(Y9 ) + 85[log(p*)]

 + 86 log (Pit) * log (Pi I) + Eit,

 where Yit = yt- Tit- (1 - Pt)git. According to (7), individual i in
 year t decides how much to "spend" on charity. The dependent vari-
 able, wi, is the share of current income spent on charity. It equals

 the current tax price of giving, Pit, times the amount of giving, git,
 divided by current modified after-tax income, Yit. As in Section II,
 though expressed differently, modified after-tax income equals after-
 tax income before giving is deducted plus the implicit premium real-
 ized by givers when inframarginal giving is deductible at higher tax

 rates than the marginal tax rate.

 The giving decision is affected by current income, Yit, expected
 future income, Yi*, the current tax price, Pit, and the expected future
 tax price, P*. The model thus allows people to base giving decisions
 on current income and tax prices and on whether current income
 and tax prices are high or low relative to future years.

 Following the analysis in Section II, I expect a proportional change
 in Y and Y* to affect giving more than a change in Y only. A propor-
 tional change in P and P* should affect giving less than a change in
 P only. The functional form, however, also allows the opposite. This

 flexibility is important because giving may be more, rather than less,
 sensitive to transitory changes. For example, people may smooth their
 other consumption by adjusting charitable giving instead of bor-
 rowing or saving. Likewise, people may be less sensitive to temporary
 price changes because it takes them time to adjust to price changes,

 as suggested by Clotfelter (1980).
 Other potentially important terms are also included in the model.

 Observed individual characteristics are included in the vector X-it'

 6 Because other consumer expenditures are not observed in tax return data, to derive
 (7) from an expenditure share equation, I substituted current income, Y, for total
 expenditure. I also added expected future income, Y*, to the right side in a way similar
 to Y. This implicitly assumes that total expenditure and giving may depend on both
 current and expected future income.
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 CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS 717

 They include a person's age and age squared, which allows for a life
 cycle pattern of giving behavior unaccounted for by the other vari-
 ables. A life cycle pattern of giving might exist if people's discount
 rates differ from market interest rates, if people schedule consump-
 tion around raising children, or if there is a precautionary motive
 behind the schedule of life cycle consumption and giving decisions.

 The vector Xi, also includes a dummy variable for marital status. An
 additional variable, the count of total tax exemptions, is also included
 because the size of a consumer unit may affect the level of giving.

 To allow for unobserved individual tastes and other characteristics
 that may affect giving, the model includes an individual-specific inter-

 cept, 80i. The intercept is also allowed to vary over time by including
 both which is controlled for by including time dummy variables. This
 allows aggregate changes in interest rates, other macroeconomic con-
 ditions, or government social policies to affect individual charitable
 giving. For example, during a recession, the need for charity may
 increase, and those still doing well may respond by giving more. Giv-
 ing may also change because people substitute private giving for ag-
 gregate changes in government social programs (Kingma 1989).

 IV. The Data

 The data were selected from the Internal Revenue Service's Special
 Panel of Tax Returns, a 10-year panel of U.S. federal tax return data

 for 1979-88. This panel follows the tax returns of more than 12,000
 people who were listed as the primary tax return filers in each year.
 The original panel sample was stratified to oversample tax returns of

 people who reported relatively high incomes in 1981. This ensures
 that the sample includes a relatively large number of high-income
 taxpayers, who account for a substantial fraction of total giving by
 individuals. For example, about a third of all deductible contributions
 in 1990 were made by people whose incomes exceeded $100,000 in
 1991 dollars (Auten et al. 1992).

 One advantage of tax return data is that they provide detailed
 information about many components of income. The detail provides

 a means for studying charitable giving and allows precise measure-
 ment of marginal tax rates, total federal taxes, and the tax prices of
 charitable giving. Another important advantage is that the panel is
 10 years long and spans two major tax law changes in 1981 and 1986.
 Ten years of annual income for each taxpayer allow me to estimate

 the effects of permanent and transitory income on giving. Combined
 with the tax law changes, the longitudinal income data also allow me
 to estimate the effects of current and expected future tax prices.

 The sample for estimation includes only panel members who filed
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 718 JOURNAL OF POLITICAL ECONOMY

 tax returns in all 10 years. As in previous charity studies based on

 tax return data, the sample excludes people who did not report

 amounts of giving because they did not itemize deductions. Further,
 in keeping with many previous empirical studies, the sample is also

 restricted to those taxpayers who would have itemized personal de-
 ductions even without charitable deductions. This censors the sample

 on an exogenous variable and, so, avoids a potential source of sample
 selection bias.7 Observations for the years 1981, 1982, 1986, and 1987
 were also excluded for estimation. Those were the years in which
 major tax changes were passed and the years immediately following
 the changes. By excluding such years, I focus the estimation on mea-
 suring the degree to which the direct income effects and indirect
 price effects of permanent and transitory income differ during "nor-

 mal" years like those covered by many previous cross-section studies
 of charitable giving. This allows me to examine whether the previous
 results are biased.8

 All dollar amounts were converted to constant 1991 dollars. Pretax
 income was measured by starting with each taxpayer's adjusted gross

 income (AGI) for each year. The AGI was then modified to standard-

 ize it for changes in its legal definition over the years. The most
 important modification was to add the portion of net long-term capi-

 tal gains excluded from AGI before 1987.9 One critical variable is
 the 10-year real average of pretax income, which is used to create
 instruments for estimation.

 Total taxes and marginal tax rates were computed on the basis of

 federal tax rates and taxable income in each year. The tax price is

 defined, as in Section II, as the value of other consumption forgone
 at the margin per dollar of charitable giving. However, the price
 measure is complicated by the fact that cash and noncash gifts have
 different prices, and that the panel data do not report separate
 amounts for cash and noncash gifts. For cash gifts, the price equals
 one minus the marginal tax rate for ordinary income. For gifts of

 7I thank an anonymous referee and Daniel Feenberg for suggesting this sample
 selection method. In contrast to previous studies, my exclusion of taxpayers who would
 not have itemized deductions if they had not given to charity, the "endogenous item-
 izers," made virtually no difference in the estimation results. This is probably a result
 of differences, from previous studies, in the instruments I use for estimation, described
 in Sec. V. It probably does not result from differences in model specification because
 excluding the endogenous itemizers also made virtually no difference for the estimates
 of a restricted model that corresponds most closely to the models used in previous
 studies.

 8As a sensitivity test, discussed in Sec. VIII, I reestimated the model using all 10
 years, but it made little difference in the results.

 9 Many other modifications were made to AGI to measure pretax income. The modi-
 fications are the same as those described in detail in Auten et al. (1992).
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 CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS 719

 appreciated assets such as corporate shares, the tax price is reduced
 further to account for taxes not paid on the unrealized appreciation.
 To account for these price differences, following Feldstein (1975)

 and other studies, I calculate the tax price by

 Pit =1I - T,' -fit.a-LtT' ~ (8) Pit=1-i-i*a* it * it 8

 where Ti' is the marginal tax rate on ordinary income, Lt is the fraction

 of net long-term capital gains included in AGI, fit is the fraction of
 total giving made up of appreciated assets, and a is the gain-to-value
 ratio for gifts of appreciated assets, multiplied by the expected pres-

 ent value of capital gains tax payments that would have been made
 in the future had the donated assets been held and sold instead. The
 constant, a, was set equal to 0.5, which was estimated by Feldstein
 (1975) and Feldstein and Clotfelter (1976) and has been used in sev-
 eral studies since (Clotfelter 1985). I estimated the appreciated assets

 fraction, fit for six different income classes in each year based on the
 analysis in Auten et al. (1992). For years included in the panel, its
 value ranged from 0.05 in 1980 for incomes below $20,000 to 0.48
 in 1980 for incomes exceeding $1 million (1991 dollars).

 Means of selected variables are shown in table 1. The total of 51,146
 observations represents six years of data (1979, 1980, 1983, 1984,
 1985, and 1988) for the 71 percent of the original sample of 12,000
 taxpayers who met the sample selection criteria. Differences between
 unweighted and population-weighted means result from the original
 sample design. As shown, the sample overrepresents people with high
 incomes, who also tend to be older and give more than others on

 average. 1

 V. Estimation

 The main challenges for estimation are that Y and P are endogenous
 functions of giving and Y* and P* are unobserved. I use an instru-
 mental variables method, similar to that used by Burman and Ran-
 dolph (1994), to decompose the observed variation in Y and P into
 exogenous transitory and permanent components. To simplify the
 discussion, (7) is rewritten as

 Oit= 1[log(Pit) - log(Pct)] + 82log(Pit)
 (9)

 + 83 [log9(Yit) - log (YIT)] + 84 log (YIT ) +

 10 An extensive descriptive data analysis of essentially the same data can be found
 in Auten et al. (1992).
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 TABLE 1

 MEANS OF SELECTED VARIABLES (N = 51,146)

 MEAN

 Population-
 VARIABLE Unweighted Weighted

 Charitable giving $46,359 $1,602
 After-tax income (before giving) $489,382 $53,636
 Tax price of giving .59 .73
 Age 52 44
 Marital status .86 .82
 Exemptions 3.3 3.2

 I call log(P`) and log(Y`) the "permanent" components of prices and income as a convenient shorthand, but they are really not perma-
 nent. They are expectations that can change over time when tax laws
 change or other information is acquired. Similarly, I call the differ-
 ences of current levels from expected future levels of incomes and
 prices the "transitory" components.

 To estimate the model, I need at least four exogenous instruments:
 at least two that are correlated with the permanent components, but
 not with the transitory components, and at least two that are corre-

 lated with the transitory components, but not with the permanent
 components." As instruments that should satisfy these requirements,
 I use the logarithm of current pretax income, the logarithm of its
 10-year average, and the products of these two variables with two

 dummy variables that indicate major statutory changes in tax rates.
 The first dummy variable indicates whether the year of an observa-
 tion is between the tax law changes in 1981 and 1986. The second
 dummy variable indicates whether the year is after the tax reform in
 1986. These dummy variable interactions work because future expec-
 tations of after-tax income and tax price, for given levels of current
 and average pretax income, would change after the tax rate schedules
 are changed.

 Conditional on other variables in the model, I expect the 10-year
 average of pretax income to be correlated with expectations because
 it is correlated with individual characteristics that would cause persis-
 tent differences between incomes and, therefore, with after-tax in-
 comes and tax prices. Further, I expect interactions between the tax
 period dummy variables and average pretax income to be correlated

 l When the individual-specific effect in (7), Bo?, is treated as a random effect for
 estimation, i.e., part of the error structure, the instruments must not be correlated

 with it. When 80, is treated as a fixed effect, the requirement is weaker, but the instru-
 ments for the permanent components must have some variation independent of the
 fixed effect over the sample period.
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 with expected future after-tax incomes and tax prices because the

 changes in tax laws should have changed how those expectations de-
 pended on average pretax income. Likewise, the differences between
 current and average pretax income, and its interactions with the tax
 period dummy variables, should be correlated with the transitory
 components of after-tax incomes and tax prices.

 These instruments might not perfectly separate the permanent and
 transitory components. For example, the instrument based on differ-

 ences between current and average pretax incomes may be correlated
 over time for each individual, conditional on the other variables. In
 that case, the instruments for the transitory components would have
 persistent components that are correlated with expected future in-
 comes and tax prices. If so, results in Burman and Randolph (1994)
 imply that the estimates of transitory income and price effects would

 be biased toward the corresponding permanent effects. My tests
 would therefore be conservative because they would be biased, if at
 all, against rejecting the hypothesis implicitly maintained in previous
 studies that the permanent and transitory effects are equal.'2

 Details of the estimation method are in the Appendix. I use a gen-
 eralized two-stage least squares algorithm in which there are four
 first-stage regressions: one for each of the permanent and transitory

 components of income and prices. Current values of income and
 prices are used as dependent variables in first-stage regressions for
 permanent and transitory components. However, the first-stage re-
 gressions for the permanent income and permanent price compo-
 nents are estimated by excluding any instruments that depend on the

 difference between current and average pretax income. This decom-
 poses the observed variations in after-tax incomes and prices into two
 parts. One part is determined by variation in the instruments that
 results from variation in average pretax income and its interactions

 with changes in tax laws. The other part is determined by variation
 in the instruments that results from longitudinal variation of individ-
 uals' differences between current and average income and its interac-
 tions with changes in tax laws. The estimation procedure is general-
 ized in the last stage to account for the presence of individual-specific
 random effects.

 VI. Estimated Effects of Income and Prices

 The estimated parameters for (7) are shown in table 2. These esti-
 mates are based on the random-effects model, in which the individ-

 12 Under the null hypothesis that the permanent and transitory effects are equal,
 there would be no bias even if the instruments did not fully separate permanent from
 transitory components.
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 TABLE 2

 CHARITY SHARE EQUATION ESTIMATES (N - 51,146)

 Variable Coefficient Variable Coefficient

 Intercept -.091 log(Y*) .012
 (.01) (.0007)

 Age - .00086 log (YIY*) - .036
 (.0003) (.00 1)

 Age squared 1.8E-05 log (P*) .059
 (2.4E-06) (.009)

 Married -.0020 log(P/P*) -.038
 (.0014) (.006)

 Exemptions .00090 [log(P/P*)]I .098
 (.0003) (.008)

 Dummy, 1980 .0051 log(P) x log(P*) .020
 (.001) (.004)

 Dummy, 1983 .012 var(8)t .0037
 (.00 1)

 Dummy, 1984 .011 var(e) .0025
 (.001)

 Dummy, 1985 .011 Total error variance .0062
 (.00 1)

 Dummy, 1988 - .0038 var (dependent variable) .0069
 (.002)

 NOTE.-Estimates are from generalized two-stage least squares. Standard errors are in parentheses.
 t The variance of the individual-specific random effect.

 ual-specific effect, 8Oi, is assumed to be random and uncorrelated
 with the other regressors. According to the results, the hypothesis
 that permanent and transitory income have equal effects on giving
 can be confidently rejected. Permanent and transitory income would
 have equal effects if the coefficients of log(Y*) and log(Y/Y*) were
 equal. However, the coefficients differ by 0.048, which is about 10
 times the standard error of the difference (0.005, not shown). Like-
 wise, the coefficients of all price terms are significantly different from
 zero. This implies that the effects of current and expected future tax
 prices are significantly different. The importance of these differences
 can be measured by comparing elasticities.

 The elasticities of giving with respect to permanent and transitory
 income are given by

 egy = Y*dg -- +1 (lOa)
 0 y d(Y/ Y*) = 0

 and

 y ag - + 1. (lOb) eg,y = 0 1b
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 The permanent income elasticity, eg y*, is the elasticity of giving with
 respect to a change in income when Y and Y* are changed propor-

 tionally. The transitory income elasticity, eg y, is the elasticity of giving
 with respect to a change in current modified after-tax income, Y, with
 permanent modified after-tax income, Y*, held constant.

 The elasticities of giving with respect to permanent and transitory

 changes in tax prices, evaluated at P = P*, are given by

 ag -2 2+ 26logP-1 ()a) eg,p g = CtI)I a

 and

 P &g - 1 + 86log0 (lb
 eg,p = o - 1. (I=lb)

 The permanent price elasticity, eg p*, is the elasticity of giving with
 respect to a proportional change in current and expected future tax

 prices. The transitory price elasticity, eg p, is the elasticity with respect
 to a change in the current tax price, with the expected future tax
 price held constant. 13 The permanent price elasticity and permanent
 income elasticities could be used, for example, to make long-term
 predictions about the effects of statutory tax policy changes that per-

 manently affect tax prices and modified after-tax income.
 The elasticities are shown in table 3. Columns 1 and 2 show the

 income and price elasticities that are implied by estimates from table

 2. Column 1 shows the estimated elasticities evaluated at the un-
 weighted sample means of the dependent variable (0.039) and tax
 price (0.56) over all years of the sample. Column 2 shows the esti-
 mated elasticities evaluated at means weighted by population weights
 and real dollars of giving by each taxpayer."4 Elasticities evaluated at
 the giving-weighted means are more appropriate than those at the
 unweighted means for making predictions about changes in aggre-
 gate giving following changes in incomes or prices.

 The estimated unweighted permanent income elasticity is 1.30, and
 the weighted elasticity is 1.14. In comparison, the estimated un-
 weighted transitory income elasticity is only 0.09, and the weighted
 elasticity is 0.58. Whether weighted or unweighted, the hypothesis
 that the permanent income elasticity equals the transitory income
 elasticity can be rejected at less than the 1 percent level. The differ-
 ence between the unweighted permanent and transitory income elas-

 13 A 2 appears before 86 for the permanent price elasticity because both P and P*
 are changed proportionally, whereas only P changes for the transitory price elasticity.

 14 The weighted means over all years were 0.085 for the dependent variable and
 0.65 for the tax price.
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 TABLE 3

 ESTIMATED INCOME AND TAX PRICE ELASTICITIES

 GIVING-WEIGHTED MEANS
 UNWEIGHTED

 MEANS: P* and Y*
 Full Model Full Model P* Excluded Excluded

 (1) (2) (3) (4)

 Income elasticities:
 Permanent, d(Y/Y*) = 0 1.30 1.14 1.69

 (.02) (.01) (.03)
 Current .82

 (.0 1)
 Transitory, dY* = 0 .09 .58 .57

 (.03) (.01) (.01)
 Tax price elasticities:
 Permanent, d(PIP*) = 0 -.08 -.51

 (.10) (.06)
 Current -1.59 -1.21

 (.09) (.07)
 Transitory, dP* = 0 -2.27 -1.55

 (.13) (.06)

 NOTE.-Elasticities are based on (10a)-(lib) and the parameter estimates in table 2. Standard errors are in
 parentheses. Unweighted, the mean share is 0.039 and the mean tax price is 0.56. Weighted by dollars of giving,
 the mean share is 0.085 and the mean tax price is 0.65.

 ticities is 1.21 with a standard error of 0.13. The weighted difference
 is 0.56 with a standard error of 0.06. The fact that the permanent
 income elasticity is larger than the transitory income elasticity sug-
 gests that people smooth their giving relative to transitory changes in
 income.

 These income elasticity estimates are much different from the re-
 sults typical of previous studies. For example, Clotfelter (1990) re-
 ports that an income elasticity of 0.78 is representative of previous
 results. The fact that 0.78 falls between the estimated permanent and
 transitory income elasticities is consistent with the hypothesis that
 previous studies have estimated an average of the permanent and
 transitory income elasticities because observed income variation re-
 sults from a mixture of permanent and transitory variation.

 The differences between permanent and transitory price elasticity
 estimates in table 3 are just as striking. At the unweighted sample
 means, the estimated permanent price elasticity is -0.08 and is not
 significantly different from zero. At the weighted means, the perma-
 nent price elasticity is -0.51 with a standard error of 0.06. These
 estimates are substantially smaller in absolute value than the price
 elasticity of - 1.27 reported by Clotfelter (1990) as being representa-
 tive of previous studies.

 The unweighted transitory price elasticity estimate, which equals
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 - 2.27, and the weighted transitory price elasticity estimate, - 1.55,
 are substantially larger in absolute value than the corresponding per-
 manent price elasticities. The hypothesis that the transitory price elas-
 ticity equals the permanent price elasticity can be rejected at less than
 the 1 percent level. The difference between the unweighted perma-
 nent and transitory price elasticities is 2.19 with a standard error of

 0.18. The weighted difference is 1.04 with a standard error of 0.09.
 This provides strong evidence against the assumption implicitly made
 in previous studies that transitory and permanent price effects are

 equal. People apparently substitute their giving between current and
 future years to take advantage of changes in relative current and
 future tax prices that occur when transitory changes in income tem-
 porarily move them up or down the marginal tax rate schedule.

 To measure how these results can affect policy predictions com-
 pared to previous results, consider the effects of a permanent propor-
 tional change in all marginal tax rates. According to my estimates
 and those from previous studies, a decrease in marginal tax rates
 would tend to decrease giving because tax prices would increase and
 the price elasticity is negative. However, after-tax income would also
 increase, which would tend to increase giving because income elastici-

 ties are positive. The net effect would depend on the relative perma-
 nent price and permanent income elasticities, the marginal tax rates,
 and the degree of progressivity of marginal tax rates. The importance
 of these factors is summarized by the following expression for the
 elasticity of giving with respect to a permanent proportional change
 in all marginal tax rates, the "surtax" elasticity:

 eg,, = eg,p* ep*, +egy* ey*, (12)
 where ep* X = -T7(1 - T ,

 _y, W(T -T) + _T( 1 - T)
 (1)(1-T)

 T and v are the marginal and average tax rates, respectively, and X is
 the proportional change in tax rates.

 Under different assumptions about marginal and average tax rates,
 table 4 compares surtax elasticities based on price and income elastic-
 ity estimates typical of previous studies with surtax elasticities based
 on parameter estimates from table 2.15 In panel A, which is based on
 price and income elasticities typical of previous studies, for all values
 of marginal and average tax rates, a proportional decrease in mar-
 ginal tax rates is predicted to decrease giving. For example, a 1.0

 15 For the simulations, w was held constant at its giving-weighted mean of 0.085.
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 TABLE 4

 ELASTICITIES OF GIVING WITH RESPECT TO A PROPORTIONAL CHANGE IN
 MARGINAL TAX RATES

 MARGINAL TAX RATE
 TAX RATE

 PROGRESSIVITY 20 Percent 40 Percent 60 Percent

 A. Based on Typical Results from Previous Studies*

 1.0 .12 .33 .73
 1.5 .19 .54 1.33
 2.0 .22 .62 1.50

 B. Based on Full-Model Parameter Estimatest

 1.0 -.18 -.40 -.60
 1.5 -.08 -.08 .26
 2.0 -.04 .04 .51

 NOTE.-Tax rate progressivity is measured as the marginal tax rate divided by the average tax rate. Higher
 values indicate a more progressive tax rate schedule.

 * Income elasticity = 0.78; price elasticity = - 1.27.
 t Permanent income elasticity = 1.14; price elasticities are -0.41, -0.55, and -0.74 at marginal tax rates of

 20, 40, and 60 percent, respectively.

 percent decrease in all marginal tax rates would decrease giving by
 0.54 percent when the marginal tax rate is 40 percent and the average
 tax rate is 27 percent, that is, when the progressivity measure equals
 1.5. Note that the surtax elasticity increases as marginal tax rates
 increase and as marginal tax rates become more progressive.

 Panel B shows surtax elasticities based on my estimation results.
 For many values of the marginal and average tax rates, the sign of
 the surtax elasticity actually changes relative to panel A. In contrast
 to panel A, for example, a 1.0 percent decrease in all marginal tax
 rates would actually increase giving slightly by 0.08 percent when the
 marginal tax rate is 40 percent and the average tax rate is 27 percent,
 at a progressivity of 1.5. At higher marginal tax rates and degrees of
 progressivity, the tax elasticities have the same sign but are substan-
 tially smaller than the corresponding elasticities in panel A. These
 large differences in policy predictions relative to panel A are the
 combined results of a larger permanent income elasticity and smaller
 permanent price elasticities implied by the parameter estimates in
 table 2. The simulations demonstrate that failure to distinguish be-
 tween transitory and permanent income and price effects can lead to
 substantially biased policy predictions.

 VII. Estimated Effects of Other Variables

 The estimated coefficients for other variables are shown in table 2.
 The estimated coefficients of age and age squared imply that people
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 increase their giving expenditure as they grow older, and at an in-
 creasing rate, other things constant. Evaluated at the unweighted
 sample mean of the dependent variable, the relationship between
 giving and age is not statistically different from zero before age 40.
 After that, with all other variables held constant, an extra year adds
 about 1.5 percent to the amount of giving at age 40, 2.4 percent at
 age 50, 3.3 percent at age 60, 4.3 percent at age 70, and 6.1 percent
 by age 90.16 Figure 1 illustrates the age pattern in terms of implied
 changes in the dependent variable. The thickest solid line shows the
 implied pattern for a hypothetical person for which the dependent
 variable equals 0.039 at age 50, other variables constant.17

 Giving may increase with age because age may proxy for life cycle
 wealth accumulation. However, the simplest life cycle hypothesis im-
 plies that the wealth profile should increase and then decrease,
 whereas the life cycle pattern of giving increases monotonically and
 at an increasing rate. Such an age pattern of giving is consistent with
 the precautionary savings behavior that would occur if people are risk
 averse and uncertain about future income or their life expectancy. If
 people are uncertain about their own ability to consume in the future
 and they cannot perfectly insure by purchasing annuities, for exam-
 ple, they may cautiously defer charitable contributions toward the
 end of life. Charitable giving, in contrast to food, housing, children,
 and transportation, might be relatively easy to defer. Another possi-
 ble explanation of the age pattern is that there is a vintage effect that
 occurs because the age variable has both longitudinal and cohort-
 based sources of variation. For example, older cohorts may have been
 more generous than younger cohorts all along. It is not possible,
 however, to separate the life cycle pattern from cohort differences
 from these data.

 Marital status apparently makes no difference, regardless of
 whether the person is married filing separately with no other depen-
 dents (married = 1, exemptions = 1) or married filing jointly with no
 other dependents (married = 1, exemptions = 2). Giving apparently
 increases with the addition of exemptions, but at a rate substantially
 less than proportional to the increase in exemptions. For example,
 following an increase in exemptions, the estimated percentage in-
 crease in giving is only 4.6 percent of the percentage increase in
 exemptions when there are two exemptions. The corresponding in-

 16 These estimated percentages are all significantly different from zero at less than
 the 1 percent level.

 17 The step function in fig. 1 is the pattern implied by alternative estimates for a
 model that was specified in terms of 10-year age brackets instead of age and age
 squared. The result suggests that the estimated age pattern is not the forced result of
 using a quadratic function to summarize the profile. All other estimation results were
 essentially unaffected by this experiment.
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 FIG. 1 -The implied age pattern of giving as a share of modified after-tax income,
 with income and all other variables held constant.

 crease is still only 9.2 percent when there are four exemptions.'8 This
 less than proportional increase would result, for example, if giving is

 a quasi public good within a household.'9
 The coefficients of the year dummy variables show that there was

 a significant increase in giving during the middle years of the panel
 (1983-85) followed by a decline, with all other variables held con-
 stant. For the middle years, the average increase in the dependent
 variable was about 0.011, which is a 28 percent increase relative to
 the unweighted sample mean of the dependent variable over all years.
 Although the exact cause of this increase cannot be identified, it may
 have resulted from a behavioral response to the recession of the early
 1980s or to aggregate reductions in certain government social pro-
 grams during the middle years. An increase in private giving to offset
 reductions in social programs would, for example, be consistent with
 the crowding-out behavior studied by Kingma (1989) and others.

 The variances of the individual-specific intercept and the regres-

 sion error imply that the unobserved individual-specific differences
 account for a substantial portion of the observed variation in giving.
 The total variance of the dependent variable is 0.0069. Over 50 per-

 18 These increases are evaluated at the sample mean of 0.039 for the dependent
 variable. The estimated percentage change equals the coefficient of exemptions, multi-
 plied by the number of exemptions, divided by 0.039.

 19 Economic inferences should be made cautiously because the information on a
 tax return does not necessarily represent the finances of a household. Further, extra
 exemptions are not necessarily children. Throughout the first part of the sample pe-
 riod, people could claim an extra exemption if they were over age 65 or were blind.
 I conducted a sensitivity test using an alternative variable that excluded the blind and
 over-65 exemptions. The results were unchanged.
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 cent (0.0037) of this variance is explained by the unobserved individ-
 ual-specific differences. In contrast, all other regressors together ac-
 count for only about 10 percent of the total variance of the dependent
 variable. This demonstrates that the unobserved individual-specific
 differences are important. It is not possible, however, to infer from
 these results whether the unmeasured differences result purely from
 innate taste differences or some other measurable, but unobserved,
 variables not included in the regression, such as education, unmea-

 sured wealth, or family background.20

 VIII. Sensitivity Experiments

 Columns 3 and 4 in table 3 show the results of two sensitivity experi-
 ments designed to examine further why my price and income elastic-
 ity estimates differ from those of previous studies. The experiments
 allow me to determine how much of the difference from previous
 results is caused by the distinction I make between permanent and

 transitory incomes and prices, and how much of the change is caused
 by other differences in data, functional form, and estimation
 methods.

 In the first experiment, shown in column 3, the expected future
 price, log(P*), was excluded from the estimated model. The only tax
 price variables included were log(P) and [log(P)]2. Otherwise, the
 estimation method was the same as for the full model. For the experi-
 ment shown in column 4, all expected future tax price and permanent
 income terms were excluded from the model. The income elasticity
 estimate from this most restricted model is between the correspond-
 ing permanent and transitory elasticity estimates from the full model.
 This results because variation in current income and the current tax
 price is a mixture of permanent and transitory variation, so the elas-
 ticity estimates are averages of the corresponding permanent and
 transitory elasticities.

 The model in column 4 is closest to the standard model from previ-
 ous studies. The elasticity estimates are very close to the income elas-
 ticity of 0.78 and price elasticity of - 1.27 that Clotfelter (1990) char-
 acterized as representative of estimates from previous studies. Such
 closeness is remarkable, partly because the source of tax price varia-
 tion for my study is almost entirely different from the source of tax
 price variation in previous studies. In the past, the main source of
 tax price variation in micro data studies has been cross-sectional varia-

 20 Section IX, which presents fixed-effects estimates for reduced models, addresses
 the possibility that the individual-specific differences are correlated with other re-
 gressors.
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 tions along a nonlinear marginal tax rate schedule that resulted from
 cross-section variations in taxable income. Here, by construction of
 my estimation method, the tax price instruments only exhibit varia-
 tion independent of income variation because there were nonlinear
 statutory tax changes after 1981 and 1986. Without the tax period
 dummy variable interactions as instruments, the income and tax price
 parameters would not be separately identified.

 The results of these experiments strongly suggest that the full-
 model estimates differ from the results of previous studies because
 the full model distinguishes between permanent and transitory in-
 come and tax price variations. The differences in estimates do not
 appear to have resulted from other differences in the empirical
 model, data, or estimation method.

 The results from additional sensitivity experiments are shown in
 table 5. For each experiment, panel A shows the implied elasticities
 evaluated at the giving-weighted means. To diagnose whether any
 sensitivity or robustness carries over to values away from the mean,

 panel B also shows elasticities evaluated at a tax price of 0.4. The
 first row of each panel shows the estimates based on the full-model
 parameter estimates from table 2 for comparison.

 Experiment 1 shows the estimates based on two-stage least squares
 when the unobserved individual-specific effects are ignored.2' Exper-
 iment 2 also ignores the unobserved individual-specific effects, but
 uses a Tobit method to account for the 4 percent of included taxpay-
 ers who did not have charitable deductions. Use of the Tobit method
 makes little difference. In both experiments, however, the sign of the

 permanent price elasticity changes relative to the full model when
 evaluated at the giving-weighted means, although the elasticity
 changes very little when evaluated at the lower tax price, as in panel
 B. The sensitivity at the mean, but not at a lower tax price, suggests
 that the functional form might not be flexible enough. Any potential
 problem, however, appears to be of second-order importance. The
 results at the mean are still consistent with my central results that
 giving by individuals is most responsive to transitory rather than per-
 manent variation in tax prices.

 Experiment 3 replaces the quadratic function in age with a step
 function that changes at 10-year intervals. The estimated step func-
 tion is shown in figure 1. Experiment 4 uses an alternative exemptions
 variable that excludes exemptions that could be taken by taxpayers

 for being blind or over age 65 in the first part of the sample period.
 Neither of these experiments affects the key estimation results.

 21 These estimates actually come from an intermediate stage of estimation for the
 generalized two-stage least squares estimation method used for the full-model results
 in table 2. The parameter estimates are shown in Appendix table A2.
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 TABLE 5

 ADDITIONAL SENSITIVITY EXPERIMENT

 INCOME ELASTICITY PRICE ELASTICITY

 EXPERIMENT Permanent Transitory Permanent Transitory

 A. Evaluated at Giving-Weighted Means*

 Full model (for comparison) 1.14 .58 -.51 -1.55
 1. Two-stage least squares 1.21 .60 .35 -1.64
 2. Tobit (otherwise the same
 as 1) 1.22 .60 .31 -1.65

 3. Age pattern as a step

 function 1.16 .58 -.47 -1.53
 4. Alternative definition of
 exemptions 1.13 .55 -.48 -1.59

 5. Include all years of panel 1.17 .51 -.26 - 1.67
 6. Capital gains excluded 1.11 .61 -.85 - 1.61

 B. Evaluated at a Lower Tax Pricet

 Full model (for comparison) 1.14 .58 -.74 - 1.66
 1. Two-stage least squares 1.21 .60 -.64 -2.13
 2. Tobit (otherwise the same
 as 1) 1.22 .60 -.64 -2.12

 3. Age pattern as a step
 function 1.16 .58 -.73 -1.66

 4. Alternative definition of
 exemptions 1.13 .55 -.75 - 1.73

 5. Include all years of panel 1.17 .51 -.61 - 1.84
 6. Capital gains excluded 1.11 .61 -.78 - 1.57

 * Evaluated at a share of 0.085 and a tax price of 0.65.
 t Evaluated at a share of 0.085 and a tax price of 0.40.

 Experiment 5 included all years in the sample for estimation. For

 this experiment, I made no attempt to properly model expectations
 of future statutory tax changes that were known by people at the
 ends of 1981 and 1986. Surprisingly, the elasticity estimates change
 very little relative to the estimates based on fewer years, in spite of
 the fact that future expectations are measured incorrectly in 1981

 and 1986. This robustness probably results from the fact that the
 model includes annual time dummy variables, which would partly
 control for the effects of one-time shifts in expectations. Consistent
 with this explanation, the dummy variable coefficient for 1986, not
 shown, indicates that there was a significant increase in giving as a
 share of income during 1986 relative to 1985, other things constant.
 This suggests that people accelerated giving during 1986 in anticipa-
 tion of the pending increases in the tax prices of giving.

 For all estimates reported so far, the instruments based on pretax
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 income include capital gains. If capital gains and charitable giving

 are simultaneously determined, conditional on the other variables,
 there may be an endogeneity bias in the parameter estimates. To test

 for this possibility, in experiment 6, capital gains were excluded from
 the instruments based on current pretax income. As shown, when

 evaluated at the giving-weighted mean, only the permanent price
 elasticity estimate is changed. However, at the lower tax price in panel

 B, there is virtually no difference from the full-model results. The
 results of experiment 6 suggest that if capital gains endogeneity is

 a problem for the estimates, it is only of second-order importance,
 influencing only the shape of the permanent price elasticity as a func-
 tion of tax prices.

 IX. Random-Effects versus Fixed-Effects

 Estimates

 The estimates presented so far were produced under an assumption

 that the unobserved individual-specific effect in (7) is random and
 not correlated with the other right-hand variables and instruments.

 In principle, this assumption can be tested by comparing the random-

 effects estimates with fixed-effects estimates. In theory, the fixed ef-
 fects can be removed by first-differencing the data over time or by
 subtracting individual-specific means from all variables before estima-
 tion. For the full model in (7), unfortunately, this estimation strategy

 also eliminates important variation in the instruments for Y* and P*.
 The instruments for Y* and P* are nearly collinear over the sample

 period after the individual-specific means are removed. As a result,
 I cannot estimate or control separately the effects of Y* and P* using
 a fixed-effects method.

 Nevertheless, it is important to examine the fixed- versus random-

 effects issue because studies by Clotfelter (1980) and Broman (1989)
 used panel data to show that the current-year price elasticity estimate
 becomes substantially smaller when the panel data are first-

 differenced, which would remove fixed effects from the model. Clot-
 felter's analysis suggested that the elasticity estimate is smaller because
 people adjust to price changes slowly. Broman, however, provided
 evidence that people actually adjust to price changes quickly. Her
 study implies that the price elasticity estimates for the first-
 differenced model are smaller because first-differencing eliminates a
 bias caused by unobserved fixed effects. According to Broman's re-

 sults, not only did the unobserved fixed effects bias previous price
 elasticity estimates, but they also biased the estimated adjustment pa-
 rameter in Clotfelter's model.

 Table 6 shows random-effects and fixed-effects estimates for two
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 RANDOM-EFFECTS VS. FIXED-EFFECTS ESTIMATES FOR REDUCED MODELS

 FIXED EFFECTS
 RANDOM EFFECTS RANDOM EFFECTS

 VARIABLE (1) (2) (3) (4)

 Intercept .15 -.23
 (.01) (.02)

 Age - 1.8E-05 .00097 .0020 -.0012
 (2.7E-04) (3.6E-04) (3.6E-04) (2.7E-04)

 Age squared 1.7E-05 7.OE-07 5.3E-07 2.1E-05
 (2.5E-06) (3.4E-06) (3.5E-06) (2.5E-06)

 Married .00029 .0020 -.0024 -.0025
 (.001) (.002) (.002) (.001)

 Exemptions .0018 .00038 2.7E-04 .00085
 (.0004) (.0004) (.0004) (.0003)

 Dummy, 1980 .0015 .0012 .0088 .0065
 (.001) (.001) (.001) (.001)

 Dummy, 1983 .0064 .0038 .021 .020
 (.001) (.001) (.001) (.001)

 Dummy, 1984 .0059 .0036 .019 .020
 (.001) (.001) (.001) (.001)

 Dummy, 1985 .0056 .0042 .018 .020
 (.001) (.001) (.001) (.001)

 Dummy, 1988 .0044 .017
 (.002) (.002)

 log (Y*) .090 .058
 (.006) (.003)

 log(Y) - .015 - .025 - .037 - .037
 (.001) (.001) (.001) (.001)

 log(P) - .046 .016 - .026 - .082
 (.01) (.01) (.005) (.01)

 [log (p)]2 - .033 -.010 -.00019 -.037
 (.005) (.005) (.0005) (.005)

 Elasticities

 Current tax price - 1.21 -.70 - 1.30 - 1.59
 (.07) (.06) (.05) (.09)

 Current income .82 .70
 (.07) (.02)

 Permanent income 2.06 1.69

 (.13) (.03)
 Transitory income .57 .57

 (.02) (.01)

 NOTE.-Standard errors are in parentheses. The effects of age and the 1988 time dummy variable cannot be
 separately identified in the fixed-effects models. All elasticity computations are evaluated at the giving-weighted
 mean share of 0.085 and the tax price of 0.65.
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 reduced models. The first model, shown in columns 1 and 2, excludes
 Y* and P*, as was done in the previous panel studies.22 The second
 model, shown in columns 3 and 4, includes Y* but excludes P*. Con-

 sistent with results of the previous panel studies, the price elasticity
 estimate changes from - 1.21 for the random-effects model in col-
 umn 1 to - 0.70 for the fixed-effects model in column 2. This result
 suggests that there is an omitted-variables bias in the reduced model.
 The bias is caused by correlation of the unobserved individual-specific

 effect with other variables in the model. According to the full model
 in (7), the random-effects estimates in column 1 are biased because
 the individual-specific means of Ye and P* are part of the unobserved
 individual-specific effect in the reduced regressions in columns 1 and

 2. It thus makes sense, in terms of (7), that the elasticity estimates
 from the reduced random-effects model would be biased.

 The fixed-effects method used for column 2, however, does not
 eliminate all the omitted-variables bias because Y* and P* also
 changed over time in a way that was positively correlated with the
 changes in Y and P. Evidence of the resulting bias can be seen by
 comparing columns 2 and 3. Column 3 shows that when changes in
 Y* are added to the reduced fixed-effects model from column 2, the
 current-year price elasticity increases in absolute value from -0.70
 to - 1.30. Further, the income elasticity estimate changes from 0.70
 for current income to 2.06 for permanent income and 0.57 for transi-
 tory income.

 The fixed-effects estimates are biased in these reduced models be-

 cause there were statutory changes in tax rates during the sample
 period. In the absence of statutory changes, Y* and P* tend to be
 negatively correlated because marginal tax rates increase with in-
 come. During the sample period, however, both Y* and P* increased
 because marginal tax rates were reduced. Even after the individual-

 specific sample period means are removed from the data to estimate
 the fixed-effects models for columns 2 and 3, the positive correlation
 between changes in Y* and P* still remains. Because the changes in
 Y* and P* are also positively correlated with changes in P, the price
 elasticity estimate in column 2 has a positive bias. For these same
 reasons, the permanent income elasticity estimate in column 3 is bi-

 ased upward because P* is excluded from the model. For the ran-
 dom-effects method in column 4, which also excludes P*, most of the
 positive bias in the permanent income elasticity estimate in column 3
 disappears because Y* and P* are not positively correlated when

 22 Broman (1989) included an expected future price term, but only to capture the
 effect of expected statutory changes after 1981. Otherwise, current values of Y and P
 were assumed to equal expected future values.
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 there are no statutory changes, and individual-specific means are not
 fully removed before estimation for the results in column 4.

 X. Conclusions

 My results imply that intertemporal income variations combine with
 progressive marginal tax rates to influence the way people plan their

 charitable contributions. Consistent with the permanent income hy-
 pothesis about consumption in general, people appear to smooth
 their annual giving relative to transitory changes in income. For price
 variation, however, the effect is just the opposite. Because marginal

 tax rates increase with income, transitory income variations change
 the relative current and future tax prices of giving. People appear to
 respond by substituting between current and future giving. In other
 words, they time their contributions to take advantage of transitory
 price changes, treating current and future giving as demand substi-
 tutes.

 The results imply that by ignoring the separate effects of perma-
 nent and transitory income, previous studies have typically underesti-
 mated the effect of changes in permanent income and overestimated
 the effect of permanent changes in tax prices. In comparison to the
 previous studies, I find that giving is substantially less price elastic
 and more income elastic in terms of permanent changes in prices and
 income. Giving also appears to be more price elastic and less income
 elastic than in past studies in terms of transitory changes in prices
 and income.

 For tax policy predictions, it is often the permanent behavioral
 effects that matter most. Except during a transition period, the effects
 of a permanent change in tax policy are determined by the behavioral
 effects of permanent changes in incomes and tax prices. As I have
 shown, the policy predictions can differ substantially when based on
 estimates of the permanent elasticities rather than the elasticities from
 previous studies, which predict only the effects of changes in current
 income and prices.

 Appendix

 The estimation steps are described in this Appendix, where Z = (log(y),
 d2 log(y), d3 log(y)) and Z* = (log(y), d2 log(y), d3 log(y)). Current pretax
 income is y, and 5 is its 10-year average for each individual. The tax law
 period dummy variables, d2 and d3, indicate whether the year is between
 1982 and 1986 (inclusive) or after 1986, respectively.

 First step. First, regress log(Y) and log(P) on X, the dummy variables for
 years, and Z*. Use this regression to create fitted values to be used in place
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 TABLE Al

 ESTIMATES FROM THE FIRST STEP OF ESTIMATION (N = 51,146)

 DEPENDENT VARIABLE

 log (Modified Income) log (Tax Price)

 VARIABLE (1) (2) (3) (4)

 Intercept 2.8 1.4 2.5 3.0
 (.05) (.01) (.01) (.01)

 Age 7.4E-03 3. 1E-03 - 5.9E-03 - 3.4-03
 (1 .2E-03) (3.3E-04) (3.9E-04) (2.8E-04)

 Age squared -8.2E-05 -4.5E-05 3.7E-05 2.1E-05
 (1. IE-05) (3.OE-06) (3.5E-06) (2.7E-06)

 Married .080 .027 .023 .031
 (.008) (.002) (.003) (.002)

 Exemptions .0037 .0063 .0032 .0037
 (.002) (.0005) (.0006) (.0005)

 Dummy, 1980 -.15 -.15 -.042 -.041
 (.009) (.002) (.003) (.002)

 Dummy, 1983 -1.6 -.56 -1.5 -2.0
 (.05) (.01) (.02) (.01)

 Dummy, 1984 -1.6 -.54 -1.4 -1.9
 (.05) (.01) (.02) (.01)

 Dummy, 1985 -1.6 -.52 -1.4 -1.9
 (.05) (.01) (.02) (.01)

 Dummy, 1988 - 2.7 - 1.2 -2.4 - 3.0
 (.06) (.02) (.02) (.02)

 log(mean y) .72 .86 -.25 -.31
 (.003) (.001) (.001) (.001)

 log (mean y)
 x dummy, period 2 .13 .040 .14 .18

 (.004) (.001) (.001) (.001)
 log (mean y)
 x dummy, period 3 .23 .10 .23 .28

 (.005) (.001) (.002) (.001)
 log (y/mean y) .82 -.30

 (.002) (.002)
 log (y/mean y)
 x dummy, period 2 .061 .15

 (.003) (.003)
 log (y/mean y)
 x dummy, period 3 .14 .25

 (.003) (.003)
 R2 (adjusted) .84 .99 .76 .86

 NOTE.-Standard errors are in parentheses.

 of log(Y*) and log(P*). Second, regress log(Y) and log(P) on X, the dummy
 variables for years, Z*, and Z - Z*. Use this regression to create fitted values
 to be used in place of log(Y) and log(P). Estimates from the first step appear
 in table Al.

 Second step (two-stage least squares [2SLS]).-Use 2SLS to estimate the share
 equation parameters. The endogenous right-hand variables are log(P/P*),
 log(Y/Y*), [log(P/P*)]2, and log(P)log(P*), which are constructed by substi-
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 TABLE A2

 SHARE EQUATION ESTIMATES FROM THE SECOND STEP OF ESTIMATION (N = 51,146)

 Variable Coefficient Variable Coefficient

 Intercept -.11 log(Y*) .018
 (.01) (.0007)

 Age - .0015 log (Y/Y*) - .034
 (.0002) (.001)

 Age squared 2.4E-05 log(P*) .19
 (1.6E-06) (.01)

 Married - .0055 log (P/P*) - .017
 (.0012) (.005)

 Exemptions .0016 [log(P/P*)]2 .17
 (.0003) (.009)

 Dummy, 1980 .0076 log(P) x log(P*) .087
 (.001) (.005)

 Dummy, 1983 .012 var(8)t .0037
 (.002)

 Dummy, 1984 .010 var(E) .0025
 (.002)

 Dummy, 1985 .0093 Total error variance .0062
 (.002)

 Dummy, 1988 - .017 var (dependent variable) .0069
 (.002)

 NOTE.-Estimates are from two-stage least squares. Nominal standard errors are in parentheses. These standard
 errors are not corrected for error term covariances caused by the individual-specific random effects.

 t The variance of the individual-specific random effect.

 tuting fitted values of log(Y*) and log(P*) from the first step, above. The
 excluded exogenous variables are constructed by substituting the fitted values
 of log(Y), log(P), log(Y*), and log(P*) from the first step into log(P/P*),
 log(Y/Y*), [log(P/P*)]2, and log(P)log(P*). Estimates from the second step
 appear in table A2.

 Third step (generalized two-stage least squares [G2SLS]).-Estimated share
 equation residuals from the second step are used to estimate the variances

 of the noise error term, Eft, and the individual-specific random effect, 8oij For
 this step, each variable that was used in the second step is first transformed
 by subtracting a fraction of each panel member's mean across years. The
 transformed variables are then used to repeat the 2SLS step and obtain
 operational G2SLS estimates.23
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